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NRMCA Super Sponsors
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Instructions

• Webinar is being recorded
• We’ll answer questions at the end, but if necessary, 

please feel free to ask during the presentation via 
chat or voice

• Handouts of the presentation are available upon 
request
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Our
Agenda
Today we’ll be providing you with 
information and helpful tips you can use to 
take advantage of the NRMCA Concrete 
Design Center. 

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Conversions

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Statistics and results of the tool in action

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?
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Section 
One:
Let’s review some key benefits that the 
NRMCA Concrete Design Center offers you 
and your business…

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Flips

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?

Statistics and results of the tool in action
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While there is a strong 
focus on ICF construction, 
this tool is not ICF-centric.

Not Just ICF

ICF. Tilt-up. CMU. It’s about 
recommending the best 
concrete construction 
system. 

Best Solution

Pre-design or design is best 
but a report can be 
produced at any phase.

Project Phase

Numbers don’t lie… the 
report proves that concrete 
construction is cost-
effective

Show and Tell

This tool is for ALL of us! 
You can submit a project 
anytime.

Open to Anyone

The goal of the Concrete Design Center and the reports it generates is to provide quantifiable, 
empirical data that shows how concrete construction is both a cost-effective and sustainable choice. 

We’re hopeful that many of you have at least some understanding of the NRMCA Concrete Design Center. 
Below is a quick refresher on what this tool does and how it can benefit your business. 
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Section 
Two:
Need some convincing that this tool does 
what we say it does? Let’s take a look at 
the numbers… 

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Conversions

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?

Statistics and results of the tool in action 



Let’s Talk Results
At the end of the day, when we talk about the NRMCA Concrete Design Center the ultimate 

question is whether it helps to convert projects. So let’s talk about the results we’ve seen to date…

606 212 33% 18M
Total number of projects 

consulted since the Concrete 
Design Center launched in 

2016. 

Total number of building 
projects converted since 

2016.

Current market share of 
concrete floor area, an 

increase of 8% since 2016.

Incremental cubic yards of 
concrete placed in buildings.
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Section 
Three:
Let’s run through a few examples of 
projects that were reviewed by the 
Concrete Design Center team… 

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Conversions

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?

Statistics and results of the tool in action 
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Microtel Inn & Suites Located in 
Gambrills,  MD

The architectural plans were reviewed in 2017. The resulting 
report demonstrated that ICF construction would provide 
superior R-values, STC values, and fire ratings for a cost 
comparable to wood construction.
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Walker’s Landing
Located in Milwaukee, WI

2070 N. Riverboat Road Milwaukee WI
Project Size: 133- unit complex
Project Cost: $19.5 million
Concrete System: Insulated Concrete Forms
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Gilbert Fire & Rescue
Located in Gilbert, NM

Project Size: Approximately 9700 sf
Project Cost: $2.5 million
Concrete System: Insulated Concrete Forms
Includes full kitchen, fitness center, 10 dorm rooms, 2 laundry 
rooms and 4 bay doors
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10 Fourth Street
Located in Dover, NH

The architectural plans were reviewed in 2019. The resulting 
report included recommendations concrete flooring and 
alternate roofing systems. The project is currently under 
construction.
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Section 
Four:
The numbers are great, but at the end of 
the day it’s about your business… so what 
does the tool offer you?

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Conversions

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?

Statistics and results of the tool in action 
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{{

The numbers look great but at the end of the day what matters is 
how it can affect your business. Here’s why we are sharing this 
tool and information with you…

Tangible numbers on individual 
projects validates what we have 

been saying all along. 

As projects are converted the 
market share for ready mixed 
concrete will likely increase. 

We get that what matters is the 
bottom line for YOUR 

company… which will likely see 
an increase. 

Market Validation Increase Market Share Increase Revenue

17P a g e
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Section 
Five:
Everybody is busy and there is no time for 
cold-calling prospective customers… and 
that’s just fine!

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Conversions

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?

Statistics and results of the tool in action 
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When we say “industry partners” we are talking 
about architects, engineers, developers, owners 
and general contractors. 

Who Exactly?

There is no cold-calling necessary. The Concrete Design Center 
is a value-added tool you can offer to your current industry 
partners that has the potential to benefit you both. 

Sure your partners may already be using concrete for their 
projects. But what the Concrete Design Center may do is 
change how your partners use concrete.

Changing Paradigms
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Section 
Six:
Not everyone is an expert on the Concrete 
Design Center. So here are some key 
talking points to help you get started!

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Conversions

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?

Statistics and results of the tool in action 
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Talking
Point #1

Introduce the Concrete Design 
Center. Remember to reference 
that it is a FREE tool! 

“I’d like to talk to you about the 
Concrete Design Center. It’s a FREE
tool that could be a tremendous 
value-added resource for you and 
your partners.” 
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Talking
Point #2

Talk about what the Concrete 
Design Center offers in the 
simplest terms. 

“This tool highlights the best 
construction materials for the short and
long term. It provides a comparison 
between concrete construction systems 
versus wood and/or steel construction.” 
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Talking
Point #3

Provide a bit more detail on how 
the report is created and what is 
reviewed.

“We use a team of design experts to 
evaluate individual projects reviewing 
cost estimates, life cycle assessments, 
and green building standards just to 
name a few items.” 
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What’s Inside
The NRMCA Concrete Design Center provides a broad spectrum of information that is both tangible and actionable. Let’s take a look inside a 

report generated for the project at 10 Fourth Street in Dover NH… 

10 Fourth Street 

10 Fourth Street
Dover, NH
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Construction Costs/Annual Net Income
Not only does the Design Assistance Report include short-term costs like those associated with the project construction, it also takes a long-

term view with estimated operating costs and income.
* Note: costs noted below are not associated with the project at 10 Fourth Street
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Construction Details
The Design Assistance Report will provide details with regard to suggested construction options.
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Case Studies
Case studies are included to provide “success stories” as examples of the suggested concrete construction. 
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Appendix: Detailed Cost Analyses 
What you’ll find at the end of the report is a detailed breakout of all costs associated with the intended and recommended construction 

system. 
* Note: costs noted below are not associated with the project at 10 Fourth Street

Detailed Costs: Wood Frame Construction Detailed Costs: Concrete Construction
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Talking
Point #4

Advise on what’s needed to start 
the process including best 
practices.  

“We don’t need final drawings to 
generate a report. In fact projects in 
the pre-design and/or design phase 
work great! We can even take simple 
drawings, but the more information 
provided the more complete the 
report.” 
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Section 
Seven:
Not every conversation will lead to a 
project for submission. Here we will cover 
a few ways to close the conversation…

Quick refresher on what this tool is and how it works

Concrete Design Center Refresher

Does It Work?

Proof the Concrete Design Center can help your business

Examples of Successful Conversions

Benefits and advantages to promoting this too

Why We Should Be Talking About It?

Value-added tool for your current industry partners

Who Should You Talk To?

How about a talk-track to help move the conversation along?

What Should You Say?

Suggestions on how to keep the conversation going

What’s The Ask?

Statistics and results of the tool in action 
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Shows the party is interested and 
willing to share information. Great 
first step!

This allows us to address more 
detailed questions that may come up 
or allay any fears. 

Door is open! May include the 
potential for a project submission at a 
later date. 

Closing is a challenge in any business. However, when trying to change 
mindsets it can be especially difficult. 

While we’d love to see a project submission come 
through for every conversation you have, we know 
that’s not realistic. 

Here are three ways to close the conversation that 
keeps things moving in the right direction. 

Immediate

Follow-Up 

Future 

31P a g e
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It Can Work!
The stats and numbers show the 

NRMCA Concrete Design Center is 
great way to convert projects to 

concrete.

Concrete is the Focus
We’re focusing on concrete as a 

product – not one specific concrete 
construction system.

It’s Yours to Use
This tool was created for you and for all 

our members to share with your 
partners!

The NRMCA Concrete Design Center offers a 
tangible way for us to showcase everything 
we have been saying about concrete. 
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Questions



Build with Strength | Design Center Team

Michael Wymant
MWymant@nrmca.org
(847) 376-9044

Patrick Matsche
PMatsche@nrmca.org
(415) 672-5275

Chris Dagosta
CDagosta@nrmca.org
(602) 930-3793

Lionel Lemay
Llemay@nrmca.org
(847) 918-7101

Majile McCray
MMcCray@nrmca.org
(240) 429-3999

Derek Torres
DTorres@nrmca.org
(973) 876-0938

Donn Thompson
DThompson@nrmca.org
(224) 627-3933

Doug O’Neill
DONeill@nrmca.org
(716) 801-6546

Frank Gordon
FGordon@nrmca.org
865-719-2861
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Build With Strength | Building Codes Team

John Loyer
JLoyer@nrmca.org
(703) 675-7603

Tien Peng
TPeng@nrmca.org
(206) 913-8535

James Bogdan
JBogdan@nrmca.org
(412) 420-4138

Lionel Lemay
Llemay@nrmca.org
(847) 918-7101

Scott Campbell
SCampbell@nrmca.org
(502) 552-5034

Shamim Rashid-Sumar
SSumar@nrmca.org
(917) 484-1960
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www.tnconcrete.org
www.nrmca.org

• June 24 – Specifying Sustainable Concrete (NRMCA)
• July 9 – Insulated Concrete Forms Chat w/Nudura’s Martin Clark (TCA)
• July 15 – Fundamentals of Concrete:  Part 1 (NRMCA)
• July 22 – Fundamentals of Concrete:  Part 2 (NRMCA)
• July 29 – Fundamentals of Concrete:  Part 1 (NRMCA)
• August 5 – Fundamentals of Concrete:  Part 2 (NRMCA)
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@NRMCA

www.facebook.com/tnconcrete/

Frank - fgordon@nrmca.org

Please do not hesitate to reach out to us via the 
various channels noted. We are happy to provide 
assistance and any information you may need! 
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www.linkedin.com/in/nrmca/

Donna – donna@tnconcrete.org

A COALITION OF THE NATIONAL READY MIXED CONCRETE ASSOCIATION

Presentation brought to you thanks 
to a partnership between

www.tnconcrete.org
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